
Our company is hiring for a director risk. If you are looking for an exciting place to
work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for director risk

Implement ORM framework for specific business units and promote risk
analysis to support decision making
Act as risk advisor to management
Build strong partnerships across the organization and reinforce a balanced
focus between the business goals of revenue growth with the need to
maintain a proper risk / reward balance across locations and business units
Strategic planning and solution identification as it pertains to the ICAP
(Internal Control Assessment Program), or other risk and control initiatives
Provide risk-focused analytic support for department initiatives including
transaction monitoring strategies, customer risk ranking model, country risk
ranking list, NAICS code list and
Work with the business to develop and recommend risk strategies based on
qualitative and quantitative analysis
Provide advice and guidance to the various production entities and Warner
Bros
The Director of Liquidity Risk is responsible of assisting VP Market risk in
ensuring appropriate measures are in place and steps taken to effectively and
optimally measure, model, analyze and interpret changes to the company’s
liquidity risk profile
Manage and coordinate all key risk activities across the Consumer FLU, to
ensure material risks are identified, escalated, managed and remediated
timely
Participate to Corporate Risk assessment processes for Consumer, such as
SOX, Operational Risk Control Self-Assessments, Vendor Risk Assessments,
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Qualifications for director risk

Strong interpersonal and communication skills and display initiative to lead
discussions with operational staff at all levels, business leaders and risk
management colleagues
Ability to make decisions and work closely with peers/ senior management
Managing and executing tasks within set timeframes
Qualitative development of internal models and limit framework for market
risks and possess deep understanding of current and future regulatory
requirements particularly in relation to China
Drive Market Risk analysis and build for new products, highlighting and
resolving issues as required
Minimum of 10 Years Traded Market Risk Experience preferably in Rates or
FX


